
MAJOR DUTIES – WAREHOUSE WORKER 

BASIC FUNCTION OF POSITION 

Performs loading and unloading of vehicles to deliver and pick-up furniture, appliances and equipment to 

residences, offices, and to the Warehouse. Maintains warehouse segregated by agency and in a safe, 

clean, and organized manner for daily operation. Sets up official events on the compound, designated 

residences and outside venues. Works on auction preparation and assists during Property annual 

inventory. Separates cargo for Mission Brazil Consolidated Warehousing and Transshipment.   Operates 

motor vehicles and forklift. 

 

MAJOR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES                % OF TIME 

Loads and unloads vehicles to deliver or pick-up furniture, appliances, hospitality kits, supplies, 

equipment, auction items and event material, from official residences, consulate compound and event 

venues. Prepares proper documentation to demonstrate these USG property movements.  Stores new 

and returning items to the Warehouse shelving, using the forklift, ensuring they are properly and safely 

accommodated and wrapped when necessary.  

Assists Supervisor to maintain the Warehouse segregated by type, collection and agency. Observes 

safety and cleaning rules to avoid accidents and pests. Prepares furniture sets to send to other Brazil 

Mission posts when requested. Operates all type of vehicles and fork lift.                                              40% 

 

Prepares official events, setting up tents, stages, podiums, flags, signs, decorations, tables, chairs, china, 

hollowware, glassware and other related event material within several different conference rooms in 

compound, official residences and outside venues.                                                                                30%                                                                                                                                     

 

Assists Supervisor on the Property auction preparations collecting items from offices and Warehouse 

shelving and segregating then in lots by type and/ or agency. Collects items data in order to prepare 

disposal lists.                                                                                                                                           20% 

 

Assists ILMS clerks during the Property annual inventory, moving items in/out of the shelving to get bar 

code scanned.                                                                                                                                         10% 

 

 

Note: “This position description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed 

by incumbent. Incumbent will be required to perform other duties as assigned by the agency.” 

 


